
TOP END FILMS ON 
A roving film festival 
reveals Territory 
communities to 
themselves, and to a 
wider audience, writes 
Philippa Hawker

It is a story of short films and long journeys:
two people, a truck and a trailer delivering
solar-powered cinema under the stars.
Throughout this month and into next, the
inaugural Northern Territory Travelling

Film Festival is making its way to a host of
remote communities and tourist destinations
such as Kakadu. It brings Territory films to
Territory audiences: predominantly shorts
made by indigenous filmmakers, plus some
ebullient Darwin comedies.

There’s a bonus: the event generally begins
with a special program of material made in the
community in which the films are showing.

Britt Guy, who runs creative producing com-
pany Accomplice, curated and set up the festi-
val at the behest of the Darwin Film Society.
Supporters and sponsors have helped the festiv-
al to launch, but when it comes to the screening
itself, Guy and production manager Julie Blyth
are the sole members of the team.

Guy says it’s a format that suits the Territory:
casual, free, outdoors. But it also comes with a
sense of occasion. The big screen is a novelty in
many of the places the festival takes place.
“There’s a real focus on it returning to the audi-
ences it was intended for, or is about, but (who)
don’t get to see (it) — or if they do it’s on
computers.”

The truck and trailer have “absolutely every
piece of equipment we could possibly need, so it
means we can turn up anywhere. No one misses
out because they’re too remote or they don’t
have that bit of infrastructure.”

In each new location, they set up a few hours
before dusk. The inflatable big screen is
impressive and the sound system is all you
could ask for. The program is eclectic: a mix of
comedy, history, drama, portraits of charismatic
figures, a noir thriller.

In Alice Springs, the big screen is set up in

Snow Kenna Park, by the side of an oval. As it
gets dark, audience members settle down with
cushions and blankets on the provided mats.
The NTTFF program is preceded by a half-hour

of shorts from the nearby Tangentyere com-
munity. One of the stars of the closing film,
Nulla Nulla, is in the audience: Audrey Napan-
angka Martin (who also has been in Samson and
Delilah, Rabbit-Proof Fence and Kings in Grass
Castles.) 

Nulla Nulla is directed by Dylan River, who
made two shorts in the NTTFF program and
was director of photography on another. It is a
comedy about a young white cop, new to the
Territory, who blunders into a situation
between two Aboriginal women and has no idea
how to handle it. It has travelled to festivals
such as Berlin, Toronto, Melbourne and
Sydney, but River says he’s happy to know that
it’s going to Territory audiences, the people he
made it for. 

“In Alice Springs I see a lot of people moving
there from Sydney and Melbourne with great
expectations, expectations of Aboriginal culture
and people, and they’re met with something dif-

ferent,” he says. “For me it’s a comment on the
education system. I think there’s a change hap-
pening, but basically Aboriginal people have
been non-existent in the Australian education
system. I don’t want to make people think it’s
their fault for not knowing: it’s naivety and the
system. And that’s OK. You’re going to learn.”

The film is always greeted with laughter, he
says, “but it’s the conversations afterwards that
are important … that’s what happens when
people see their own culture represented on the
screen in different ways”.

River, a director and cinematographer,
makes documentaries and dramas: recently, he
worked with his father, Warwick Thornton, on
Thornton’s remarkable period drama Sweet
Country, shooting second unit. “My dad asked
me to be a part of that, and it was great to be
working at home on a feature film of that scale.”

He has just finished a feature-length docu-
mentary, Finke: There And Back, about an off-
road desert race that takes place every Queen’s
Birthday weekend outside Alice Springs, with
hundreds of bikes and cars competing: it’s
premiering at the Sydney Film Festival next
Saturday.

His aim is to keep making films where he
lives. “That’s the goal. I’m inspired to tell stories
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close to home. I’m not interested in going over-
seas and telling a story about someone else or
someone else’s culture, there’s people there to
tell that story. Sometimes things do need an
outside perspective, but for me, I’m a home-
body, and I like being in the NT.”

Another NTTFF film is Bakala, a visually
striking work that focuses on Steve (Bakala)
Wurramara, an Anindilyakwa man from
Groote Eylandt who has a hereditary neuro-
degenerative condition, Machado-Joseph
Disease. Filmmaker Nik Lachajczak got to
know him through working with the MJD
Foundation on other projects. Along with his
wife and creative partner, Alison Page,
Lachajczak decided to collaborate on a short
film of a different kind.

Page, a designer and artist working for the
first time as a producer, describes Bakala as
“docu-fiction. The characters are real, it’s based
on them, the situation (Bakala’s illness and his
contribution to research) is real, but the narra-
tive drive over those 15 minutes is co-created by
everyone in the film.” 

Bakala mixes present and past, daily routine
and traditional storytelling. It explores an orig-
ins story about the disease, as well as the titular
character’s hope that bush medicine can help
find a cure — a belief that came to him in a
dream, as a message from an ancestor. 

Page was struck, “as an Aboriginal woman,
to be going up there and seeing some very
strong spirituality played out in cultural busi-
ness — some that was able to be filmed and
some not. But we were lucky because we had a
lot of elders we were running stuff by”, includ-
ing Bakala, whose outlook she finds inspiring.
“He’s charismatic and optimistic, hopeful and
passionate,” she says. 

Carry the Flag — shot by River — is a docu-
mentary with historical and personal
resonance. It’s the story of how the Torres Strait
Islands flag was designed 25 years ago, an
account that means a great deal to broadcaster
Bernard Namok Jr. His father designed the flag,
shortly before his death, tragically young, at the
age of 31. 

Namok, who now lives in Darwin, was 10
when his father died. “I wanted to do something
as a tribute to my dad and to tell the story,” he
says. He returned home to the islands to make
the film, with director Danielle MacLean. It’s a
work of retrieval and recovery, about family
recollections, discovery, memory and the im-
portance of the flag in the creation of identity. 

Young filmmaker Nathaniel Kelly made his
short, After Tracy, while he was at Darwin High
School. He had always been fascinated by the
story of the cyclone that devastated the city

years before he was born: the 40th anniversary
of the event, in 2014, was a catalyst for him to
make a short drama about it. “I wanted to
explore the cyclone from a different perspec-
tive. I didn’t want to make the story my own but
I wanted to put myself in those shoes.”

After Tracy is about a teenage boy (Macon
Riley) who can’t find his father in the chaotic
aftermath of the cyclone. Kelly got in touch
with survivor groups and talked to people about
their recollections, hearing powerful stories and
small, telling details. He had plenty of support
for his no-budget project, from people who
helped out as crew or cast and local organis-
ations that helped him find locations and get
permission to film there.

Kelly, 20, now is studying at the Australian
Film, Television and Radio School, and he has
already made a feature. He’s keen to return to
the Northern Territory to make movies. 

After Alice Springs, the festival made its way
to Tennant Creek, a location where the local
community has plenty to contribute to the
opening section of the program. These films are
made by Media Mob, which is funded by Barkly
Regional Arts, an organisation covering an area
the size of Victoria, and includes speakers from
16 indigenous language groups. With a staff of
two, says Barkly Regional Arts artistic director

Kathy Burns, Media Mob covers a lot of ground:
“It documents all the work we do and helps
community projects such as commercials, vid-
eos, documenting events.” The films screened
ahead of the NTTFF program reflect this range.

Making films within the community is
important for a range of reasons, Burns says. It’s
a way of showing what the organisation does to
those who support it. 

“Funding bodies have no idea about what
happens on the ground, they can’t see the actual
impact, the real looks on the kids’ faces,’’ she ex-
plains. “You can look at a bunch of stats, but if
you can see what’s happening, if we didn’t have
it documented, no one would know about it.” 

It’s also a way of presenting another view of
Tennant Creek, something that works for those
within and outside the community. “When we
had negative media around the Tennant Creek
youth being on the streets, and stories of anti-
social behaviour, a lot of young kids felt they
were being put into a basket that wasn’t them. A
lot of kids out there do the right thing, and there
were on-the-ground conversation about: ‘Why
even bother? People are just thinking that we’re
terrible, so what’s the point?’ ” 

In response, Media Mob made 10 “video
postcards, kids telling a story to someone who’s
important to them — not a normal doco or
short film”.
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I’M INSPIRED TO TELL 
STORIES CLOSE TO 
HOME. I’M NOT 
INTERESTED IN GOING 
OVERSEAS AND 
TELLING A STORY 
ABOUT SOMEONE 
ELSE OR SOMEONE 
ELSE’S CULTURE

DYLAN RIVER

“There are short works supporting a visual
arts program, getting stories of our artwork out
to the general public” — an artist, for example,
explaining the background to a painting. There
are training videos for their music and language
programs, or films that “show what’s happen-
ing, and share language and arts in some
capacity”. There are short films that are a simple
response to a community request, such as the
recording of two people reading a poem, in
English and in language.

“It’s a slow build,” Burns says. “Media Mob is
here to offer opportunities for people to come
on board and train.” But the most important
thing is that the content is driven by the people
it’s about, she says. Most of all, “it’s about the
stories, the community saying, ‘what do we
want to share?’ That’s the crux of it: what do we
want to tell the world about Tennant Creek and
the Barkly region? 

“Media can also be a way to archive import-
ant knowledge, to stop some of the negative
stuff going around. It’s a powerful way of getting
things out to a broad audience, to show them a
community they’re never going to travel to.”

Before the NTTFF screening, the Tennant
Creek program included three short films made
for the Which Way, Right Way campaign

ject,’’ she says. “In my dream, in three years we
will be talking about that young artist we
worked with and supported who is now in the
Capricornia Film Awards in Darwin.” 

The travelling film festival would not only be
a way of showing communities their own world
on the big screen and sharing it with others; it
also would become a place “to incubate talent
and see it and feed it back into the bigger city
beast”.

Philippa Hawker went to Alice Springs as a guest of 
the Northern Territory Travelling Film Festival. 
The NTTFF plays tonight in Kakadu. 
The Barkly Arts films can be seen on vimeo.com/
barklyarts 
Finke: There and Back screens at the Sydney Film 
Festival next Saturday.

against domestic violence. This is what media
can do, Burns says. “Every aspect was developed
by the community and it’s a really empowering
story. Not a top-down approach, not some
government organisation coming in and their
media department scripting something that put
political correctness and blandness into it, but
real voices from people’s real-life experiences,
and put that on screen. That makes a huge
difference.”

Outside Australia, there’s growing interest in
what Tennant Creek has produced, she says.
“We’ve featured at the International Festival of
Ethnological Film in Belgrade, and they want
that relationship to continue. We’ve featured in
a festival in Lyons and in two months we’re in
Poland.”

As the NTTFF expands, says curator Guy, it
will travel to different communities, adding to
its program, incorporating local work and per-
haps inspiring young filmmakers. 

“In its first year we’ve tried to find communi-
ties that already have a relationship with film or
are interested in film and to extend their pro-
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Clockwise from 
main picture, 
Steve (Bakala) 
Wurramara in 
Bakala; the film 
festival screening 
in Alice Springs; 
director Dylan 
River, who says 
about his films, 
‘it’s the 
conversations 
afterwards that 
are important’
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